Distracted Disciples - Life Group Questions

1. Scott started his message by sharing his own struggles with finding a healthy balance in
the area of technology and social media. Where do you land on this topic of healthy
balance?
2. One of the initial points was that transformation only happens with intentionality over
time. Are there certain areas of transformation that you have noticed in your life as you
have been following Christ?
3. We often say at Calvary that we want to join the Holy Spirit where He is already at work.
One of those areas that we know He is already at work is within the heart of every
follower of Jesus. How well would you say you are doing in joining the Holy Spirit in the
work He is doing in your life? What are your reasons for answering that way?
4. What are the areas in your life that you feel like technology (Netflix, Social Media, cell
phones, television) are pulling you to conform to the image of this world rather than to
the image of Christ?
5. Read 2 Timothy 2:4. Why do you think we can have such a hard time staying untangled
from the things of this world?
6. Scott talked about the need to maintain an examined life. Is this something that you
have ever given much thought to? What are some practical ways that you might be able
to create more space to make this kind of thoughtful examination a part of your day?
7. Scott closed with the idea of discipleship as following our teacher so closely that we get
covered in his dust...that we follow Jesus so closely that what is true of Him becomes
true of us. What is a specific way that we could pray for you in this regard?

